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CUSTOM ANTHROBOT

Should one consider the purchase of an AnthroBot, the following represents a
description of such a robotic character. A formal Proposal can be obtained
upon request.

_________________________
WHAT IS A ANTHROBOT?

All stationary robots are referred to in the industry as animatronic
characters, meaning that they are generally attached to a floor or
a stage and controlled by a nearby computer. You've seen them
in theme parks as pirates and Presidents. Initially designed to give
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continuous pre-programed performances, recent technological
advances have propelled relatively simple animatronic characters
into world-class interactive machines that move with an
astonishing fluidity called, "compliance."
We are extremely proud to be able to offer literally, the finest
compliant robots in the animatronic industry. We call
ours,“AnthroBots." The name is a shortened version of the word,
"anthropomorphic," meaning, "humanlike." AnthroBots are not only
graceful more importantly, they are reliable.
For the first time ever, Amusement Park Operators have witnessed the world's first plug & play
hydraulic Animatronic Robot which functions on plain water, and can interact live when
operated with its optional Tele-Presence Exoskeleton Body-Sensor Suit. More exciting still is
the fact that this new technology breaks new ground in being extremely compact, using tiny
individual compressors for each body-motion, and by requiring minimal maintenance. So
come talk with this robot and be amazed.
How does the Anthrobot work? What is it that causes people to feel so attracted and
fascinated by this amazing blue-eyed robot?

It is the illusion of a machine that appears to be alive.
We are able to create this illusion by using a technology that was originally developed for
virtual reality applications. The anthrobot is actually controlled by a live operator who is
wearing a special device called an endo-skeleton body-sensor suit. This sensor suit measures
the motions of the anthrobot to follow the movements in real time. A virtual reality display
placed over the operator's eyes allows them to see from the robot's point of view; and a set
of highly directional microphones makes it possible to hear what the people in front of the
anthrobot are saying. The operator's voice is processed in real time to create the anthrobot’s
distinct sound. It is possible to electronically synthesize the operator's voice to make it change
pitch and to create many unique robotic voice effects.
How complicated is it to use an Anthrobot in your Location? Automobiles, washing machines
and computers are all very sophisticated things, but you wouldn't think twice about their
complexity because you don't need to. Same with an anthrobot, it is a very well-tested
technology and we provide a technician to take care of all the details.
The Show
There are many different ways you could integrate an anthrobot into your presentation. He
can operate "stand alone" by way of a fully programmed presentation where all the body
movements and speech have been previously recorded and are being played back
automatically, or itcan be operated in conjunction with a live actor in a scripted dialogue, or
a combination of both. We can show you many ways that have been tried and tested or you
can come up with something no one has ever thought of before and we will help you to
make it all work.
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Is it possible to run the Robot without a live operator?
The robot's control system has the capability to record the robot's motions along with sound so
that it is possible to let the robot do a "canned spiel" when the operator is let out of the suit to
have lunch etc. However, it is our experience that people will be harassing the robot and
demanding that he answers to them during breaks, even when running in automatic mode.
And if it does not respond to them without any signs of life, people quickly become
disinterested and leave.

YES, BUT HOW DO THEY WORK?
WHAT IS COMPLIANCE?
Compliance means an ability for the entire body to react to programmed movements by
naturally giving in - or responding to - that movement as the human body does in its natural
state, with much less of the "springboard" or "jerkiness" often seen in non-compliant
animatronic figures. So superior is this engineering concept that many spectators will often
confuse the AnthroBots for real human actors when seen on stage.
As with most intricate technologies, a compliant AnthroBot comes with a higher price tag,
and is in some cases, of such an advanced level of engineering as to require greater levels of
ongoing maintenance and attention throughout its operating life. But the visual results and
the impressive impact on an audience are not to be denied. Nevertheless, buyers of this
technology should be prepared to set aside the necessary budget for permanent operation
and maintenance by skilled engineers and technicians.
WHAT'S INSIDE THESE ROBOTS?
The basic elements - each having its own advantage
or disadvantage: water, hydraulic fluid, compressed
air or electricity. IRI/Mannetron AnthroBots use water
but to help you better understand the different
engineering systems used with all animatronic figures
- from simple to complex - we've provided the
following Guide:
WATER
Our
affiliate,
Mannetron,
has
developed
breakthrough technology using water. Appropriately
called, "Aquadraulics,” this technology derives its
name from the fact that it is able to operate from
plain water as opposed to hydraulic fluid. This
technology features extraordinary engineering
innovations, a compressor-free mode of operation,
as well as unparalleled reliability and low
maintenance.
All of the above features combine for making the
Aquadraulic system the single most attractive stagerobotic technology in the world. The tremendous
ease
of
operation
and
low-maintenance
requirements of the system make it undeniably the
most inexpensive technology of all in the long-term, and this water-based hydraulic system
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also enables the owner and Animator to benefit from all the advantages of its more humanlike behavior. Years of research and development have gone into creating this superior
system. Major hurdle? To overcome the numerous technical difficulties and additional
expenses of operating systems which function on hydraulic fluid, and are hence prone to
periodic leaks because hydraulic fluid systems are required to operate under far greater
pressure in order to achieve the same degree of fluidity and speed of the Aquadraulic
system. High pressure, and the more intricate engineering system necessary to support it are
the major contributors to the legendary higher cost of hydraulic fluid based anthropomorphic
figures.
Our Aquadraulic compliant AnthroBots are offered either as fully computerized and
programmable machines, and/or with the revolutionary optional remote operation system by
'tele-presence'. This permits Animators to control their figures through live remote operation for
the first time. With this application, the Animator stands in a remote room, wearing an exoskeleton Body-Sensor Suit, and a virtual-reality helmet. With the VR helmet, the Animator is
able to see and hear the audience clearly through the 'bionic' eyes and ears of the robot on
stage (actually miniature video cameras and ultra-sensitive microphones). To interact with the
audience, the Animator moves his/her body, and the Body-Sensor Suit instantly causes the
robot to replicate those same movements on stage. In this manner, the Aquadraulic robot is
able to look directly at any member of the audience and have a totally improvisational
conversation in real time. This is a truly entertaining and mesmerizing experience and well
worth the investment in this optional feature.
Aquadraulic technology can also be used to create animated displays, even full-bodied
statues or busts out of imitation stone or copper. For example, museums can use these
imitation metal or stone statues to deliver information. Upon sensing the presence of a person,
these apparent stone or copper statues suddenly come to life and deliver their impressive
performance with facial head and body movements. Aquadraulic AnthroBots can be made
with an infinite variety of features, number of movements, and electronic control systems.
HYDRAULIC FLUID SYSTEMS
Hydraulic Fluid systems are the most expensive due to more demanding engineering
requirements.
Highly compressed hydraulic fluids systems are usually considered to be the better choice (as
opposed to air or electricity) for more precise human-like motions, because of the
technology's ability to replicate smooth linear movement with gentle proportionate starts and
stops. Hydraulic systems typically require more attention and maintenance than pneumatic
(air) or electro-mechanical systems because of their more refined and intricate engineering.
Concurrently, there is a definite advantage (consumer appeal) to the more life-like
animation. Disadvantage? If leakage occurs, hydraulic fluids can cause damage to their
immediate environments including character skins and costumes, and must therefore be
monitored continuously and carefully maintained by a skilled engineer.
PNEUMATIC (Air) SYSTEMS
If budgets are restricted and an animatronic technology is still desired, the pneumatic
animatronic has often been the technology of choice.
A pneumatic or compressed air system is generally considered to be the simplest and least
expensive. Due to the more limited range of precision movement achieved with pneumatic
systems, these figures often look somewhat rough in their movements, although some success
has been achieved in creating very decent-looking body motions with pneumatic systems. A
big advantage of pneumatics is its lower cost and relatively less intricate maintenance
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requirements (if leakage occurs, only air escapes and this does not create a problem with
surroundings and the hardware itself - such as leaking hydraulic fluids on character
skin/costumes/surrounding machinery and sets, etc.).

AIR-MUSCLE SYSTEMS
Comprised of a unique patented system of compressed air, which is forced in and out of
specially designed flexible bladders as opposed to metallic valves and other hardware.
Instead of operating drives and actuators, it is this ingenious bladder that flexes like a human
muscle depending upon the movement and direction of air as well as the amount of pressure
applied. It is far less intricate in design and engineering than hydraulics or even the more
traditional pneumatic systems, yet its flexible design properties allow it to offer very decent
looking motions, even to the point of simulating compliance (really fluid motions). Air muscle is
particularly well suited to creating large figures such as dinosaurs and other large animals for
example.
ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
This systems category is notable for its ability to stand somewhere between pneumatics and
hydraulics, offering certain advantages in the areas of cost and life-like motions.
These characters are operated primarily by way of electric motors (sometimes pneumatic
power is used to operate simple non-linear movements, such as eye-lids or a mouth for
example). For every motion of the figure, there is an electric motor located directly at the
point of, or near, that movement, controlling a corresponding linear actuator, pulling on a
cable, etc. Weight limitations in the engineering of life-like human figures will, however, often
restrict the number of motors that can be used, and therefore the number of motions. One of
the biggest advantages of this technology however is its ability to function reliably for
extended periods of time, and to be operated and maintained by a technician of lesser
qualifications (and lower salary) than for a hydraulic based system. Repairs are also simple
and inexpensive because no intricate network of air or fluid power is involved. On the other
hand, electric motors within the figure will not be able to replicate body movements with the
speed of hydraulic or pneumatic systems; yet the advantage is in the motors' ability to create
smooth linear movement with varied speeds, closely replicating smooth human like motion.
Figures using this system can be constructed with various degrees of sophistication and a
number of body movements, electronic controls and body features.
______________________________________________
1. APPEARANCE: The anthrobot would be approximately 6 feet tall, with fabricated body
panels in a silver metallic tone.
2. BODY MOVEMENTS: All motions have a 16-bit resolution.
· Left leg in & out motion
· Right leg in & out motion
· Left leg sideways motion
· Right leg sideways motion (all above leg motions are direct drive electrical servos)
3. AQUADRAULIC MOTIONS
· Hip: Upper body bending forward & backwards at the hip
· Upper torso turns right and left
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· Upper level of torso turns right and left as well
· Upper level of torso bends forward and backward
· Left arm in and out away from hip
· Right arm in and out away from hip
· Left arm move forward & backward
· Right arm move forward & backward
· Upper left arm rotation (direct drive electrical motion)
· Upper right arm rotation (direct drive electrical motion)
· Left elbow bend
· Right elbow bend
· Left wrist rotate
· Right wrist rotate
· Left wrist bend in and out
· Right wrist bend in and out
· Left hand fingers (each individual finger moves in and out independently and proportionally
with direct drive electrical servo)
· Right hand ringers (each individual finger moves in and out independently and
proportionally with direct drive electrical servo)
· Head pan movement
· Head tilt up & down movement
· Head sideways tilt
· Jaw open & close (electrical direct drive)
4. STAGE & LIGHTING: Robot comes mounted on a stage containing all the hydraulics and
electrical support for the robot. Two computers inside the stage handle the motion control.
Each computer internally has a series of digital signal processors dedicated to handling the
motions. The stage is covered with a black finish and it is possible for client to further decorate
this stage, or to integrate the stage in more elaborately designed and themed stage
environments (this can be requested from IRI as well). There is vertical black paneling behind
and to the rear sides of the robot stage, atop of which is mounted lighting to assist in lighting
the robot. Other lights are also mounted on the front edges of the stage to light the robot
from the front. The lights use color gels so that different colors of lighting are achievable to
create a more dramatic mood, depending on the type of event and location.
5. MASTER COMPUTER: There is a network connection to the master computer outside the
stage, which is in charge of reading the body sensor suit and controlling the entire robot at a
higher level.
6. EXO-SKELETON BODY-SENSOR SUIT: sensor suit duplicates the motions of the robot. It has
been specifically designed to pick up motions of the human operator and translate these
motions directly into robot movements. This suit is designed with a unique suspension device
above the operator's head so that the operator can work for extended periods of time
without having to bear the full weight of the suit. The system includes a virtual-reality headmounted display with tracking device to control robot head movements. Proprietary software
was specifically developed for this application.
7. SOUND EFFECTS: Sound F/X computer is accessed by an operator with 50 button positions
for direct access to 50 sound effects. This device utilizes a special hard drive capable of
storing hundreds of sound F/X, programmable by user. The sound F/X compute comes preloaded with a few generic sound F/X provided by IRI and instructions for loading hundreds
more as preferred by client.
8. SYNTHESIZER: A special voice synthesizer is provided to channel the operator's voice
through to the speakers with many different selectable voice effects, including pitch change,
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Vocoder (robot-like voices) etc. It is possible to pre-program a few different voice F/X that
can then be accessed instantly by the operator.
9. VOICE TRACKING: There is an automatic voice-tracking device to generate jaw motion in
the robot when the operator speaks into his/her microphone.
10. VIDEO: The robot's head has a single miniature video camera linked to the head-mounted
virtual-reality helmet the operator wears allowing the operator to easily view and hear the
audience from the robot's point-of-view.
11. MONITOR: The system comes with a second video camera and TV monitor. The camera
can be placed in a strategic point near the robot to allow the remote operator to view on
the TV monitor the entire stage, robot and audience for a general point of view.
12. SPEAKERS: The system comes with a sound system consisting of an amplifier, wiring, and
two loudspeakers that can be mounted atop the stage near the robot or any other location
desired, depending on the type of event and location. In addition, a Line Out feed is
available on the edge of the robot stage to allow for the connection of additional speakers,
should client and its clients wish to install additional speakers around the performance area
according to their needs.
13. MICROPHONE: There is wireless microphone feed on the stage, with wireless microphone,
to permit the use of a human narrator who might occasionally perform alongside the robot.
There is also a sensitive microphone system on the edge of the stage to permit the operator
to hear the voices of audience members standing in front of the robot when audience
interacts live with the robot.
14. PROGRAMMING: It is possible to program the robot to perform a fully automated
performance without the intervention of the operator. This function is used when the robot
needs to operate totally on its own, or when a difficult speech needs to be delivered without
the need for the operator to memorize such a speech.
15. WARRANTY: The Robot is warranted against equipment failure for one year, and the IRI
manufacturing team shall perform all the necessary maintenance and repairs on the robot in
a timely manner.
16. DELIVERY: Robot will be shipped to client approximately 4 months from the time of
purchase. Exact time of delivery will be confirmed at time of purchase, and may vary
depending on other projects being worked on by IRI ahead of this particular robot project.
Client may schedule periodic visits to our robotic shop in the US for full inspection of robot prior
to shipping.
17. TRAINING & SUPPORT: IRI shall provide client, for a period of 5 days, and at IRI's
manufacturing facilities in Battle Creek, Michigan, a technician and robot performer/teacher
for the purpose of training Client's personnel in the technical operation, service and
maintenance of the robot, as well as the proper techniques of robot entertainment and
performance in a variety of conditions and situations. Client would be responsible for all
travel-related expenses for the personnel client would send to Battle Creek for the purpose of
this training. Training schedule arrangements will be made between IRI and Client at a
mutually agreeable time. When the robot is delivered to Client, IRI will provide for this first
performance one of its technicians to give full support during the initial installation of the
robot, assisting in the setting up of the robot, testing, and operation, as well as any
maintenance and final training required. The fee for this technician service will be included in
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the purchase price, but will not include all travel related expenses (hotel, travel, shipping of
any equipment, meals). These expenses will be invoiced separately at the time of delivery.
18. SPARE PARTS KIT: We highly recommend this Spare Parts Kit to assist the Client in the
operation of this robot to minimize interruption, should some of these part become damaged
or stop functioning for any reason. This kit would include 1 of each of the critical motor drives,
spare cylinders, spare sensors, miscellaneous hardware, spare fingers, spare hoses, valve
fittings, etc.
19. RENTAL OPTION: We offer affordable fees for long-term leases of its anthropomorphic
robot.

We thank you once again for your interest in our technologies and
services. It would be a pleasure to engineer and produce such a
robot for you, and we will look forward to the opportunity of speaking
with you soon. Please call us if you have any further questions.

Tel: 1.914.630.1060

